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Introduction 
 
In Paris Adult Theater I v. Slaton, 413 U.S. 49, 57 (1973), the U.S. Supreme Court held that 
there are “legitimate [governmental] interests at stake in stemming the tide of commercialized 
obscenity, even assuming it is feasible to enforce effective safeguards against exposure to 
juveniles.”  [Italics added]  In other words, even if we were to succeed in shielding children from 
exposure to hardcore adult pornography on the Internet and elsewhere, the federal and state 
governments would still be justified in enforcing obscenity laws. 
 
When it comes to the Internet, however, in the United States there are at present NO legal 
safeguards to protect children from exposure to pornography, and in large measure we can thank 
the Supreme Court itself for this tragic state of affairs.   
 
In Reno v. ACLU, 521 U.S. 844 (1997), the Supreme Court invalidated the Communications 
Decency Act of 1996, a law intended to restrict children’s access to “indecent” content on the 
Internet.  In 2009, the Court also announced that it would not review a lower federal court 
decision (ACLU v. Mukasey, 534 F.3d 181) which invalidated the Child Online Protection Act of 
1998.  COPA would have required websites that commercially distribute sexual materials 
deemed “harmful to minors” to take reasonable steps to keep minors away.     
 
Today, if a child were to walk into an “adult bookstore,” he would normally be told to leave, 
because it is against the law to sell pornography to children in real space.  But if that same child 
were to “click” to most commercial websites that distribute adult pornography, he could view 
hardcore adult pornography free of charge and without restriction, because when it comes to 
cyberspace, the courts think parental use of filters is an adequate solution to the problem.   
 
Parents are indeed the “first line of defense” when it comes to protecting children from harmful 
Internet content, but no matter how hard the government tries to educate and motivate parents, 
many will not install and use filter technology on computers under their control.  The reasons 
include the cost and difficulty of installing filters, the problem of over-blocking, parental 
language barriers, illiteracy and disabilities and parental naïve, indifference and abuse.   
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Moreover, most children can access the Internet outside the home at a school, library, friend or 
relative’s house or job or via a mobile device (e.g., laptop or cell phone); and all it takes is one 
child in a group of friends to have unrestricted access to the Internet for all to have access. 
 
But it isn’t just the Courts who are to blame for the failure to protect children from exposure to 
Internet pornography.  Congress, the U.S. Justice Department and FBI also share responsibility. 
 
In 1996, Congress amended two sections of the criminal obscenity laws [18 USC 1462 & 1465] 
to clarify that distribution of obscene matter is prohibited on the Internet.  The Congressionally 
created COPA Commission also included the following Recommendation in its 2000 Final 
Report (available at http://www.copacommission.org/report/recommendations.shtml):  
 

Witnesses appearing before the COPA Commission testified that distribution over the 
Internet of obscene material…and harmful to minors material continues to grow in a 
troubling manner.  Law enforcement resources at the state and federal level have been 
focused nearly exclusively on child pornography and child stalking… 
 
Specifically, the Commission recommends that Government at all levels fund aggressive 
programs to investigate and prosecute violations of obscenity laws…This investigation and 
prosecution program should supplement the Government's existing effort to investigate and 
prosecute child sexual exploitation, sexual abuse, and child pornography…Such a program 
should be of sufficient magnitude to deter effectively illegal activity on the Internet.    

 
Despite this recommendation, the Justice Department and FBI continue to focus almost 
exclusively on child pornography and child stalking.  Under the Bush administration there were 
successful prosecutions against online commercial distributors of hardcore adult pornography, 
proving that obscenity laws can be enforced.  But these prosecutions were too few and far 
between to effectively deter online distribution of hardcore adult pornography.  Since the 2008 
presidential election, the Justice Department (including the FBI) has not initiated any new adult 
obscenity cases.  Congress hasn’t uttered a peep about the failure to enforce obscenity laws. 
 
What then are the consequences of our nation’s failure to protect children from online exposure 
to hardcore adult pornography which depicts, among other things, bestiality, bondage, excretory 
activities (urine and feces), group sex, incest, marital infidelity, prostitution, rape, rough sex 
(strangulation and slapping), sexual murders, teen sex, torture and unsafe sex galore? 
 
Common sense should inform us that when children are exposed to materials like those described 
above, their attitudes about sex, their sexual desires and their sexual behavior can be influenced 
for the worst.  The evidence compiled in this paper supports that common sense assessment.  The 
evidence is not intended to be exhaustive.  It is the tip of the iceberg. 
 
In September 2009, Morality in Media published a 40-page report entitled, “How Adult 
Pornography Contributes to Sexual Exploitation of Children.”  The works cited in this report 
(supplemented by 175 pages of appendices) include news articles, social science studies, court 
cases, Congressional testimony, and books published from 1980.  The 40-page report with 
appendices is posted at www.moralityinmedia.org (Pornography Effects...Children).    
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Children who sexually abuse other children 
 
Staff reporter, “Five-Year Olds ‘Are Imitating Net Porn,’” Daily Mail (UK), 11/20/09: 
 
“Children as young as 5 are imitating sex acts at school because they are being allowed to stay 
up late and watch pornography, a senior MP has warned… Barry Sheerman, chairman of the 
Children, Schools and Families Select Committee…blamed… pornography that could easily be 
watched by children on satellite channels and over the Internet.  He said…‘You go to infant 
schools now and teachers say to me: “Children come here at 5 and 6 simulating sexual behavior 
that they should know nothing about.’”...Earlier this year a survey warned that teenagers said 
they had learned about sex from pornography.  Nearly nine out of ten 14 to 17-yearolds had 
looked at graphic images and nearly one in five viewed them more than once a week, according 
to research for Channel 4's The Sex Education Show Vs Pornography.” 
 
J. Sullivan, “This is your kid’s brain on Internet porn; it can disrupt normal thought 
processes…”  Oregonian,  12/12/08: 
 
“‘A lot of parents are still clueless and don't appear to understand one of the primary uses of the 
Internet is pornography access,’ says Eric M. Johnson, a clinical psychologist and full-time 
forensic evaluator…The problem is that some kids confronted with pornography are captured by 
the images…Johnson said.  Half his caseload consists of kids in trouble for sexual behavior who 
mainly use the Internet to view pornography.  ‘For them it becomes something very different, 
and they become obsessed. They think about it all the time and they do it, and so it begins to 
dominate their lives.’” 
 
S. Garfield, “Porn addicts, sex offenders, rapists, pedophiles…,” Observer (UK), 11/23/08: 
 
“Increasingly, perversion is not just a problem for adults.  In a basement room [of London’s 
Portman Clinic] I met John Woods, a specialist in young people’s perversions…When he trained 
as a psychotherapist he began working with boys who had committed sexual offenses…His 
patients range in age from 9 to 21, and the majority are male…The clinic’s most recent survey of 
adolescent referrals showed that ‘sexually inappropriate behaviour’ dominated the caseload, with 
more than 50 percent of patients committing some form of sexual assault… [I]ncreasingly, 
Woods has found that Internet pornography is almost as serious a problem for adolescents as for 
adults.  ‘I do think it has profoundly corrupting effect on youngsters, and leads them into all sorts 
of wrong thinking, sex is instantly available, all these glamorous people…’”). 
 
G. Lower, “Mothers urge action on child-against-child sex abuse.” Weekend Australian, 
10/18/08: 
 
“Dianne thought she was doing the right thing when she picked up the phone to report what had 
happened at school to her little boy…Dianne’s son had been confronted improperly by a fellow 
5-year-old in a school toilet.  The case has triggered impassioned debate over what is to be done 
about so-called ‘sexualized’ intrusions on children, committed not by adults but by other 
youngsters.  Such incidents are becoming increasingly common, according to Freda Briggs, one 
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of the nation’s top experts on child protection…Professor Briggs attributed the sexualization of 
children to ‘a more highly explicit society than 10 years ago.’  ‘There’s much more sex on TV, 
(Children are) accessing the Internet...,’ she said. ‘What we are seeing is the replication of 
pornography, sex abuse or where they (children) have seen sex.  We’re paying a high price for 
sexual freedom; our children are being damaged.’” 
 
M. Jones, “How can you distinguish a budding pedophile from a kid with real boundary 
problems?” N.Y. Times, 7/22/07: 
 
“In the early 1980s, a therapist named Robert Longo was treating adolescent boys who had 
committed sex offenses...As part of their treatment, the boys had to keep journals...in which they 
detailed their sexual fantasies and logged how frequently they masturbated to those fantasies.  
They created ‘relapse-prevention plans,’ based on the idea that sex-offending is like an addiction 
and that teenagers need to be watchful of any ‘triggers’ (pornography, anger) that might initiate 
their “cycle” of reoffending...Juveniles account for about one quarter of the sex offenses in the 
U.S.   Though forcible rapes...have declined since 1997...other juvenile sex offenses have risen.” 
 
K. Kurtis, “Sex Offenders Younger, More Violent,” Associated Press, 6/9/07 (“Courts have 
seen the number of sex offense cases involving juvenile offenders rise dramatically in recent 
years…and treatment professionals say the offenders are getting younger and the crimes more 
violent…Experts say certain trends emerge among the cases of children charged with sex crimes 
against other children.  Many estimates range from 40% to 80% were molested themselves.  And 
42% have been exposed to hardcore pornography, the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 
Prevention, an arm of the U.S. Department of Justice, said in a 2001 report.”) 
 
“Web is blamed for 20% leap in sex attacks by children,” Evening Standard (UK), 3/3/07: 
 
“Internet pornography was blamed yesterday for a dramatic rise in the number of sex offences 
committed by children…Experts said the behavior of youngsters was being changed by ready 
access to sexual imagery… A shocking 143 cases involved 12-year-olds.  There were 41 [cases] 
in which the accused was 11...Tink Palmer, of the Internet Watch Foundation, warned that the 
real amount of offending could be far higher because as much as 90 per cent of sexual abuse 
goes unreported.... Kevin Gibbs, co-chairman of the charity's sexually harmful behavior group, 
said the Internet had let everybody access pornography more easily, including children...He 
added: ‘Five or ten years ago it would have been time-consuming and involved a lot of money. 
But these days it's easy to access pornography online and it's also often free...’”   
 
T. Sheehan, “Young rape offenders on the rise,” Columbus Dispatch (OH), 7/12/06: 
 
“An apparent jump in the number of youngsters accused of raping other children is concerning 
local authorities.  Three boys ages 11, 12 and 14 were in...Juvenile Court this week facing 
delinquency rape counts in separate cases involving children who are all younger than 10.   Last 
year, juvenile authorities handled 33 rape cases, with 12 involving defendants between 11 and 13 
years old…Assistant County Prosecutor Melinda Seeds thinks easy access to pornography 
through the Internet and elsewhere is a factor in the number of youthful offenders.  The average 
age for juvenile rape offenders has been 14 or 15, she said.  ‘I think we are going to see it get 
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worse. What we are seeing is pornography. Some parents have it in their homes. Everybody with 
a computer has it’ available, Seeds said.” 
 
M. Chalmers, “Juvenile sex offenders treated same as adults,” News-Journal (DE), 4/22/06: 
 
“Juveniles make up a third of people charged with child sexual abuse in Delaware and 
nationwide…About 60 percent of juvenile sex offenders have been abused and are acting out 
what happened to them, [Marc Felizzi, who counsels juvenile sex offenders at the nonprofit 
Delaware Guidance Services for Children and Youth], said.  Others may be exposed to 
pornographic pictures or videos, while some may have seen adults having sex, he said…‘Sex to 
them is an object they see on TV or in a picture.’” 
 
R. Jenkins, “Violent pornography blamed for turning boy age 14 into a rapist,” Times 
(UK), 3/24/06: 
 
“Susan Baily, professor of Child and Adolescent Forensic Mental Health..., believes that it is 
important for parents to monitor what images their children are exposed to, especially with the 
increasing number of TV and computer screens in most homes.  She said: ‘The work I have done 
on children who have killed, committed sexual offenses or other crimes suggest that exposure to 
pornography is a factor.  It is certainly well documented in the literature.  You find that they 
model themselves on what they’ve seen…’” 
 
Staff Reporter, “Teenage Rape: The hidden story,” Irish Times, 7/9/05: 
 
“When a children’s support agency revealed this week that it had been asked to help deal with 
‘many cases’ of gang rape among teenagers during the past year, even rape crisis professionals 
were taken by surprise...‘We are very concerned that more and more boys are accessing their sex 
education from pornography,’ says Fiona Neary, [Rape Crisis Network of Ireland] executive 
director.  ‘Yet there are no programs to combat these messages from pornography, and other 
media, which are now very powerful…’  Teenage Tolerance, a survey of 14- to 19-year-olds 
conducted by Women’s Aid, found that 94% of teenage boys and 68% of teenage girls have seen 
pornography, mostly at friends’ homes...Young men in particular see pornography a major 
source of information about sex,’ states the report. One teen interviewed confessed to having 
sexually abused a younger child as a direct consequence of viewing pornography, while another 
said that pornography had taught him how ‘to have better sex.’” 
 
S. Clairmont, “Porn gave kids know how to assault their friends,” Hamilton Spectator 
(CAN), 3/25/04: 
 
“They were children, acting out the pornography they had seen.  One boy was 12.  He learned it 
from watching cable TV and clicking on pornographic ‘pop-ups’ on the Internet. Another boy 
was 13.  He watched it on cable and the Net.  The girl was about the same age.  She saw it on 
TV.  All imitated the pornography they had witnessed, engaging in acts that police say went far 
beyond any normal sexual experimentation that might occur at that age... Since last summer, 
Hamilton police have conducted three investigations into children who have been exposed to 
porn and then used their newfound knowledge to sexually assault other children...The actions of 
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these three youths is more likely the result of misguided experimentation and imitation than 
deep-rooted deviance, says Dr. Steven Hucker, head of forensic psychiatry at McMaster 
University and an expert in sexual psychopathology.  Children with ‘growing minds’ who are on 
the cusp of puberty and are exposed to pornography might become desensitized to it and begin to 
think that is normal behavior, said Hucker.” 
 
J. Johnston, “The boy rapists...,” Mirror (UK), 3/10/04: 
 
“The youngest member of this group is just 6 – barely capable of tying his own shoe laces, yet 
somehow old enough to have committed the most serious of sexual offenses…All are here for a 
reason most will be unable to fathom: they have raped.  One of the 7-year-olds raped his 3-year-
old cousin.  Another forced himself on a neighbor, barely more than a baby.  Another sodomised 
a fellow pupil in school...Shaheda Omar is…a psychologist, an expert in child sex abuse.  The 
courts turned to her when they realized the number of pre-pubescent rapists, too young to be 
prosecuted, was reaching terrifying proportions…‘Look, this is happening,’ she says firmly...She 
adds: ‘It is happening every day, in every part of South Africa.  Boys are raping, and they are not 
waiting until 18 to start.  They are getting younger and younger...‘What we are seeing is new,’ 
she says.  ‘We are in the middle of an epidemic’…‘Children are seeing explicit sex on TV, and 
without parental control to explain and put it in context.  Many are living in crowded conditions, 
and they are seeing sexual activity all around them’…‘A lot of children make references to 
pornography and this is deeply worrying. Some are obviously simply copying what they see.’” 
 
N. Wallace, “Net helps children start sex attacks,” Sydney Morning Herald, 11/26/03: 
 
“Internet pornography was helping to spawn a new generation of sexual predators as young as 
six, child protection experts warned…There had been an alarming increase in children under 10 
sexually abusing other children over the past few years, most of whom had used the Internet 
specifically to browse porn sites, the Child At Risk Assessment Unit based at Canberra Hospital 
said.  Cassandra Tinning, a social worker at the unit, said abusive behaviour by children included 
‘oral sex and forced intercourse with other children or forced intercourse with... animals.’”  
 
R. Benson, “Will glut of online porn create more young sex offenders?” Citizen Magazine, 
11/02: 
 
“Although law enforcement and mental health professionals are reluctant to say that pornography 
causes sex crimes, most seem to name it as one of numerous, complex, related factors that serve 
as precursors to sexual offending…‘The Internet just scares us to death,’ said David Flowers 
concerning the flood of online porn.  Flowers is a 28 year veteran with the Utah Division of 
Youth Corrections…Flowers, who has focused his work on juvenile sex offenders...says he is 
already beginning to see the edge of a disturbing trend with more teenagers regularly talking 
about such perversions as necrophilia, bestiality, ritualistic mutilation.  Pornography that features 
such obscenities is easily found on the Internet…A specialist in the treatment of adolescents who 
commit sex offenses, Dr. Jacqueline Page [University of Tennessee Special Problems Unit in 
Memphis], also sees the Internet as an important emerging issue in dealing with child-on-child 
sex offenses.  Particularly disturbing to her is the high probability of adolescents accidentally 
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encountering porn while surfing the Internet.  ‘It sends the message of acceptability,’ she says, 
which could desensitize a teen towards sexual violence…” 
 
M. Becker, “School sex attacks frighten kids, parents,” N.Y. Daily News, 10/14/02: 
 
“A kindergartner is beaten and sodomized by a gang of boys in the bathroom of his Bronx 
school.  Two weeks later, a 12-year-old boy is jumped by 4 other boys as he crosses the 
playground of a Brooklyn middle school. He escapes after they try to violate him with a wooden 
stick… Fondling is the most common assault.  ‘You have guys walking down the hall and 
grabbing girls' breasts,’ said Dr. Elissa Brown, a child and adolescent psychologist at the NYU 
Child Study Center.  Experts agree that most sexual abusers learn the behavior at home…Kids 
who commit sexual attacks often can watch anything they want on TV, have easy access to 
pornography, or have been repeatedly exposed to their parents' sex lives, Brown said.” 
 
J. Henley, “Pornography forms French children’s views on sex,” Guardian (UK), 5/25/02:  
 
“Concern that French children’s attitude to sex is being warped by early exposure to 
pornography was exacerbated yesterday when eight adolescent boys were placed under formal 
judicial investigation for the rape of a 15-year-old classmate.  Details of the alleged crime... 
emerged the day after the publication of a survey estimating that nearly half of France’s children 
had seen an adults-only film by the time they were 11…Most of the teenagers said they watched 
pornography ‘to find out about sex,’ and nearly 40% said the films – almost invariably watched 
at home or at friends’ houses while parents were out or asleep – had taught them something 
useful. Benoit Felix, who runs an AIDS hotline for teenagers…said, it had become ‘patently 
obvious’ that the majority of questions adolescents asked the hotline’s staff were inspired by the 
pornography they are watching.  ‘They want to talk about sodomy, threesomes, group sex, gang 
rape, bondage,’ he said.  ‘The language they use is that of the porn world’...Michela Marzano, a 
philosopher and psychologist, said it was becoming increasingly difficult not to relate French 
children’s increasing exposure to pornography to the recent surge in cases of teenage collective 
rape… ‘Porn does not recognize that the other person might have a different urge to yours.’” 
 
K. Kelleher, “Birds and Bees; With teens and Internet sex, curiosity can become 
compulsion,” Los Angeles Times, 4/15/02: 
 
“I had a boy who was 16 and he would be looking at pornography with his 12-year-old sister and 
he would turn to her and say, ‘Let’s try this,’ said [Chris] Kraft [a psychologist at the John 
Hopkins University Center for Marital and Sexual Health, Sexual Behaviors Consultation Unit].  
‘Adolescents aren’t always ready to deal with such things.  Being exposed to explicit information 
can speed up sexuality of adolescents who, we know, are sexually active earlier and earlier.’” 
 
H. Marcovitz, “Many sex offenders begin young,” Morning Call (PA), 4/26/01: 
 
“For weeks, a boy constantly nagged his female classmates.  His desire was for oral sex.  He was 
in first grade.  Two girls tied up a classmate, removed her clothes and threatened to sodomize 
her.  One girl is 6, the other 7.  Those cases didn’t cross the police blotter... But social workers 
got involved, which means the files landed on the desk of Robert Cosner, executive director of 
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the Bucks County Children and Youth Social Services Agency...In each of the cases Cosner 
cited, evidence showed the children got their behavior from various media.  The boy seeking oral 
sex had been exposed to pornographic videotapes, he said; in the case of the two girls who tied 
up their classmate, social workers believe pornography also was involved...Clearly, he said, the 
children shouldn’t have been exposed to pornography.” 
 
T. Gordon, “Boys...charged with child porn,” Chicago Daily Herald, 11/14/98: 
 
“A 14-year-old boy from Mount Prospect is scheduled to be arraigned...on eight felony counts of 
possession of child pornography based on pictures police found in a computer he dropped off at 
a...repair store for service...The Mount Prospect boy had collected nearly 5,000 pornographic and 
obscene images in his computer, [Lake County Assistant State’s Attorney Mary] Yarc said, and 
the boy told investigators he had been collecting the pictures for nine months.   The eight  
counts...are based on 8 images officials believe clearly depict people under the age of 18 naked 
or engaged in sexual contact...‘He said he had mainly been looking for adult pornography on the 
Internet and then just began storing whatever he came upon,’ Yarc said.” 
 
Testimony of V.B. Cline, Hearing on ‘Child Pornography Prevention Act of 1995,’ U.S. 
Senate Judiciary Committee, 6/4/04: 
 
“Some of my patient perpetrators...are teenage males who sexually abuse younger sisters or other 
younger more vulnerable children in the neighborhood.  With most of them, I find, any kind of 
pornography, child or adolescent (or even adult) can act as an incitement to imitate it in real life 
with someone they have access to and can intimidate not to tell...With a large majority of them 
an underlying thread is the use of child, adolescent, or adult pornography to stimulate appetite 
and provide models of sexual abuse as well as be used as tools to seduce new victims.” 
 
Sex education and sex addiction 
 
A. What children say 
 
A. Morris, “They know what the boys want,” New York Magazine, 2/7/11: 
 
“Of the dozens of kids I interviewed over several months and in various neighborhoods around 
New York every one of them said he or she had seen “inappropriate material” online, sometimes 
accidentally through pop-ups or Google searches, sometimes not... And the very mention of 
filters tends to elicit laughs. Teenagers and tweens know that programs like Net Nanny don’t 
stand a chance against their generation’s superior Internet knowledge and access to proxies like 
Hidemyass.com, which acts as a gateway between a filtered computer and the big bad web... 
 
“When I meet her and her friend Kelsey around the block from an Upper West Side [NYC] 
middle school, they have braces and school bags and the fawnlike quality of girls on the cusp of 
adolescence... The girls know to be wary of strangers on the Internet—but they’re also wary of 
how the web is affecting the boys they might actually want to date.  ‘Guys wouldn’t really know 
about that much stuff if it weren’t for the Internet,’ Kelsey says... ‘Yeah,’ Alexa agrees. ‘It 
makes them kind of, like, inappropriate.’  ‘It can make them perverts at a younger age.’... ‘Once 
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they get older, they’ll grow out of it,’ Alexa reasons.  ‘Yeah, I think it’s just a stage in middle 
school,’ says Kelsey, ‘but I think they’ll get less perverted when they get to high school...’  
 
“‘Basically, with certain guys, they’ll see something on the Internet and then they’ll want their 
girlfriend to do it,’ Cristal says when I ask her how the Internet influences dating among her 
friends...Tricey nods. ‘It affects them, the Internet...[W]hen...y’all go out...the only thing that 
they want to do is get in the bed.’  Star, who’s 14, rolls her eyes. ‘Yeah, that’s the only thing they 
talk about.’  ‘I think they’re pressured by the Internet,’ says Tricey...‘Porn,’ [Samantha] adds, 
slumping down in her chair. ‘That really teaches kids a lot....And that goes through the 
mind...And it’s, like, that’s how some girls get raped or something crazy.’  That happened to a 
friend, Star says softly.  Suddenly the table gets very, very quiet.” 
 
J. Doyle, “Girls ‘feel pressured to imitate porn scenes,” Mediapoint Wire (UK), 3/30/09: 
 
“A high number of secondary school pupils are accessing explicit material, with nearly 90% of 
13 to 17-year-olds telling pollsters they had seen porn. Most watched online or on material sent 
to mobile phones.  The survey was carried out for Channel 4's The Sex Education Show Vs 
Pornography which discovered a third of teens thought pornography was ‘a good thing.’  
Interviews with teenagers revealed some girls were making recordings to ‘entertain boys’ by 
copying explicit scenes from films...More than a quarter (28%) of those quizzed said they 
learned about sex through watching pornography...Pollsters interviewed 443 secondary school 
pupils in Bristol, Norfolk, Bucks and London.” 
 
P. Marshall, “Generation sexting,” Daily Mail (UK), 3/18/09: 
 
“Like a real porn star, Becky is heavily made up and lying naked on the bed as the camera 
flashes. She could be just another glamorous model as she poses provocatively with practiced 
moves. But she isn't...Becky is just 17...She's filming herself in a friend's bedroom… Becky has 
not been coerced into this degrading behavior. She is posing on her own, taking photographs of 
herself not for profit – but for attention. Welcome to the deeply alarming new world of 
privileged British teenagers who have a growing obsession with pornography...As a mother of 
three daughters aged 15, 14 and 12, I am well aware of the pressures children face online...My 
guide into this disturbing universe was a pretty A-level student. I'd come to talk to her and a 
group of sixthformers – boys as well as girls – at their prestigious school about the impact that 
watching pornography may be having on today's youngsters.  I certainly was not prepared to hear 
they were also producing it... Even taking into account the obvious fact that teenagers are prone 
to exaggeration, it became alarmingly clear to me that most of these teenagers were not 
exaggerating their involvement with pornography. ‘Everyone makes porn -- more people than 
you would expect,’ an articulate sixth-former told me matter-of-factly...” 
 
“National Survey of American Attitudes on Substance Abuse IX: Teen Dating Practices 
and Sexual Activity,” National Center on Addiction & Substance Abuse (CASA), 2004. 
 
“This survey was conducted by telephone with a randomly selected nationally representative sample of 
1,000 teenagers (ages 12 to 17) living in the United States... Eleven and one-half million teens

 
(45 

percent) have friends who regularly view and download pornography from the Internet. A teen, half or 
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more of whose friends regularly view and download Internet pornography, is three times likelier to 
smoke, drink or use illegal drugs than a teen who has no such friends...”    
 
Release, “Generation Rx.com: How Young People Use the Internet for Health Information,” the 
Kaiser Family Foundation, 2001: 
 
“A United States national survey by the Kaiser Family Foundation finds teens and young adults 
(ages15-24) are not only going online to shop, talk to friends, or download music, but also to 
look up information about health issues... Among teens (ages 15-17) online, 70% say they have 
accidentally come across pornography on the Web, with just under half (45%) saying they were 
upset by the experience. While a majority in this age group (57%) believes that being exposed to 
online pornography could have a serious impact on those under 18, a sizable minority (41%) says 
such exposure ‘is no big deal.’”  
 
B. What professionals say 
 
J. Hoffman, “A girl’s nude photo, and altered lives,” New York Times, 3/27/11: 
 
“One day last winter Margarite posed naked before her bathroom mirror, held up her cell phone 
and took a picture. Then she sent the full-length frontal photo to Isaiah, her new boyfriend...Both 
were in eighth grade.  They broke up soon after. A few weeks later, Isaiah forwarded the photo 
to another eighth-grade girl... [T]hat girl slapped a text message on it.  ‘Ho Alert!’ she typed. ‘If 
you think this girl is a whore, then text this to all your friends.’  Then she clicked open the long 
list of contacts on her phone and pressed 'send.'... ‘I didn't know it was against the law,' Isaiah 
said.  That is because culturally, such a fine distinction eludes most teenagers. Their world is 
steeped in highly sexualized messages. Extreme pornography is easily available on the Internet. 
Hit songs and music videos promote stripping and sexting... ‘You can't expect teenagers not to 
do something they see happening all around them,’ said Susannah Stern, an associate professor at 
the University of San Diego who writes about adolescence and technology.  'They're practicing 
to be a part of adult culture,’ Dr. Stern said. 'And in 2011, that is a culture of sexualization and of 
putting yourself out there to validate who you are...’'' 
 
R. Henes, “Internet porn is ruining your relationship...,” NY Daily News, 1/2/11: 
 
“UCLA media researcher and academic expert on pornography Neil Malamuth has found that 
viewing pornography can have a disturbing influence on men and even lead to violence toward 
women if certain risk factors exist...These aren't just abstractions for me. For the last six years, 
I've been having conversations about healthy relationships with New York City high school 
students – and those risk factors basically sum up every boy that I've worked with...So what 
happens when individual risk factors become societal norms? And when pornography, because 
of its ubiquity and availability, effectively becomes sex ed?  We see the answers in the schools: 
sexting between kids as young as 12, videos of sexual acts going viral and a growing consensus 
that ‘no’ is just a starting point for the re-assertion of male desire and dominance.  And boys 
aren't the only ones affected by our porn culture. Girls, who make up a portion of the 12-to-17 
year olds that comprise the porn industry's largest consumer base, have internalized these 
messages too. The prevalence of porn tricks them into believing that sending naked pictures of 
themselves or engaging in oral sex rings in school stairwells is edgy, cool, even liberating.” 
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D. Aitkenhead, ‘Teenage Kicks: Are they hooked on porn?’ 
www.psychologies.com, 6/8/10: 
 
“We’re certainly right, experts say, to worry about sexualized images in ads and on TV. But it’s 
a bit like fretting about kids eating artificial additives when they’re...smoking crack cocaine... 
[T]oday’s children are just a click away from a world of ‘scat babes’ (women covered in 
excrement), ‘bukkake’ (women weeping in distress while several men ejaculate over their faces), 
or websites offering an entire menu of rape scenes...The average child sees their first porn by the 
age of just 11.  Between 60 and 90% of under-16s have viewed hardcore online pornography... 
The impact of porn on boys, according to sex therapist Dr. Thaddeus Birchard, is particularly 
profound. ‘Boys tend to create their sexual template by images...,’ he says. ‘These pictures 
become watermarked on to the fabric of each individual’s sexual repertory’...Couples therapist 
Val Sampson suspects the new popularity of anal sex is entirely due to its prevalence in 
pornography. ‘It’s now something that teenage boys feel they have a right to do,’ she says... And 
it’s not only the sexual norms of boys that are being reset. The Portman Clinic in London, which 
treats sexual disorders, has noticed a dramatic increase in referrals of young girls using the 
internet to become amateur porn stars. Striking sexual poses, these girls can appear deceptively 
precocious. In reality, says Sampson, they haven’t a clue what they’re doing...” 

P. Marshall, “Teenage boys watching hours of internet pornography every week are 
treating their girlfriends like sex objects,” Daily Mail (UK), 3/8/10: 

“[A]mong today's teenage girls, the chaperone has made a surprising and...disturbing comeback.  
Today's chaperone is called, in teenspeak, a ‘third wheel.’...The third wheel (the verb is ‘to third 
wheel’) has been re-invented by the girls themselves because they want protection from the 
sexual demands of their boyfriends.  When I spoke to many teenage girls in researching the 
subject, they told me these demands are both ‘disturbing and upsetting,’ and they are certain 
they're being fuelled by what their boyfriends are watching online: hard-core, explicit porn.  This 
deeply worrying trend is finally starting to be noticed by those in authority.  Psychologist Dr. 
Linda Papadopoulos has just published a government report into the sexualization of children 
and is certain that exposure to porn is having an adverse affect on the lives of today's teenagers.  
‘My research has left me extremely concerned,’ she says. ‘A recent survey showed that 54% of 
boys found porn “really inspiring” in terms of sexual performance. This worries me, because of 
the nature of the material they are now watching...What kids are seeing today is very often 
violent, and it has no intimacy, no respect, no kindness, no context of sex within a loving 
relationship. It is very damaging to young people and to their relationships.’”   
 
R. McMahon, “Porn addiction destroys relationships, lives,” SF Gate (Chronicle), 2/22/10: 
 
“[Jason] Saffer [co-director of the Center for Creative Growth in Berkeley and a specialist in 
treating sex addiction] says the availability of Internet porn has increased the prevalence of sex 
addiction behaviors, especially in young people, who live in a more highly sexualized culture 
than existed 15 or 20 years ago.  Previously, a young boy might be thrilled to get his hands on a 
copy of Playboy to glimpse photos of naked women. But nowadays, boys and girls can watch 
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Internet videos of people actually having sex, some of it violent...‘The danger,’ Saffer says, ‘is it 
creates such a distorted view of what sex is and its place in a relationship.’” 
 
D. Cooley, “Internet porn feeds X-rated addiction,” www.zoniereport.com, 12/15/08: 
 
“‘Unlike a substance you ingest, pornography activates chemicals within the body that we all 
have,’ [Dr. Jill] Manning [a Denver-based marriage and family specialist whose 10 years of 
sexual addiction studies led to a Heritage Foundation fellowship and Congressional testimony on 
the subject] says. ‘There has been some research that has shown that pornography can start to 
activate those neurochemicals and hormones within three-tenths of a second.’  Manning also 
worries about this effect this has for teenagers.  ‘One thing that is frightening to me is that for 
teenagers who are going through their sexual development, when they start getting hooked on 
this stuff and they start rehearsing their body to being hyper-aroused so regularly, they’re 
training their body and their mind in a very concerning way,’ Manning says. ‘Those young 
people may reach a point where normal, healthy sexual relations become so boring to them 
because they’re used to such an intense rush that is linked to very distorting images.’” 
 
J. Bennett, “The Pornification of a Generation,” Newsweek, 10/7/08: 
 
“[T]he American Psychological Association put out a compelling report that described the 
sexualization of young girls… ‘It's not as if we get our ideas straight from porn about what a kiss 
should be or what sex should be,’ says Sharon Lamb, a psychologist…and a coauthor of the APA 
report. ‘But you do see imitation of sex that was once found only in porn. It's a kind of education 
to kids about what sex is like before they have a real education of it.’  That education involves 
seeing thousands of explicit sexual images by the time a person reaches his teenage years...” 
 
D.L. Delmonico & E.J. Griffin, “Cybersex and the e-teen: What marriage and family 
therapists should know,” J. Marital Family Therapy, 34: 431-444 (Oct. 2008): 
 
“Two distinct problem areas emerge when discussing the sexual behavior of e-teens online.  The 
first is the risk of online victimization by others.   The second is the e-teen’s behavior that may 
place them at risk for developing unhealthy sexual behavior patterns.  Such an example would be 
teens who develop compulsive use of online pornography.” 
 
E. Landau, “When sex becomes an addiction,” www.cnn.com, 9/5/08: 
 
“A lot of teenagers develop their sexuality with pornography and then discover that relational sex 
isn’t as satisfying, Doug Weiss [executive director of the Heart to Heart Counseling Center] said.  
Porn gives them a ‘very strong chemical hit,’ and alters ways of thinking about sex…”   
 
V. Gill, “Teenagers and sex: What’s love got to do with it,” Sunday Times (UK), 3/23/08: 
 
“So the fact that Generation Y’s first glimpses of sex are now drawn from pornography will 
undoubtedly have an effect on those who are part of it. A fifth of 9- to 11-year-olds questioned in 
Sonia Livingstone’s seminal UK Children Go Online 2004 study had seen porn online, rising to 
60% of those aged 12 to 15. Rare is the 19-year-old who hasn’t watched porn. Close to half 
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believe they were too young to have viewed it when they did.  The ever-popular YouPorn, and 
its counterpart XTube – where amateurs, including young people, show and do all for the camera 
– have proved hits among teens. Clinical psychiatrists are dealing with spiraling numbers of boys 
addicted to pornography. Jonni began watching porn at 10 and believes it shifted his perceptions 
enormously, making him ‘very, very comfortable with sex from a young age.’  The passport to 
sex that the internet provides is something [London School of Economics cyber-psychologist 
Professor Sonia] Livingstone sees as a double-edged sword. She stresses that sexual people will 
seek out sexual information, but wonders ‘whether the internet introduces information...too early, 
leading teenagers to think sexual experiences are more normal for their age group.’” 
 
H. Neill, “Male sex addict cases ‘increase,’” BBC Radio, 1/10/08: 
 
“Christine Lacy, Relate Sex therapy consultant, said those with sex addiction problems felt their 
lives were: ‘spiraling out of control.’  She said…‘Relate counselors working with teenagers have 
reported that the instant availability of pornographic images on the internet and mobile phones 
has worrying implications for their ability to have normal sexual relationships as they grow up.’” 
 
T. Erickson, “Author hopes book on porn educates parents...,” Deseret News, 1/2/08: 
 
“Karen Child, now a marriage and family therapist in California, has released Temptation of a 
Generation, a children's book designed as a tool for communication between parents, educators 
and children who are at risk for exposure to pornography.  And according to Child, that's nearly 
every child. Moreover, she said, the average age a child is first exposed to pornography is 8 years 
old... Child, who said she watched her ex-husband battle a porn addiction, said pornography can 
do extra damage on young children.  ‘Given the developmental stages that kids go through with 
their body and their minds developing, when porn comes in it causes more of an addictive 
response -- especially now that pornography is so much more accessible,’ Child said. ‘It stops 
(kids) from connecting to real people in a normal way because they are used to having sexual 
encounters with people that aren't real, and it really disables them from having normal 
communication and normal relationships.’... She said that in working with adult addicts their 
stories are almost all identical -- they were exposed as youths and have struggled ever since.  
‘And this generation of addicts are exposed a lot younger,’ Child said.” 

 
P.C. Perrin, H.N. Madanat et al, “Health education’s role in framing pornography as a 
public health issue...,” Promotion & Education, Vol. 15(1), 11-18, 2008:  
 
“Pornography poses specific risks for children...Finally, not all children and adolescents escape 
uninjured from viewing pornography; many are either traumatized or precipitated into a strict 
perversion (footnote omitted here).”  
 
B. Betkowski, “Rural teen boys most likely to access pornography, study shows,” Express 
News (Univ. of Alberta, Canada), 2/23/07: 
 
“Though being curious about sexually explicit images may seem a natural part of early 
adolescence, pornography is a major presence in the lives of youth, said Sonya Thompson, a 
masters graduate student at the University of Alberta [and author of the study]…‘We don’t know 
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how we are changing sexual behaviors, attitudes, values and beliefs by enabling this kind of 
exposure.’…Other study findings show that the majority of students surveyed, 74%, reported 
viewing pornography on the Internet…” 
 
R. Bell, “Love in the time of phone porn,” Guardian (UK), 1/30/07: 
 
“Lee Eggleston works at South Essex Rape and Incest Crisis Centre, a sexual violence support 
service that has worked in schools. He agrees that porn is now part of mainstream youth culture. 
‘We talk to girls and boys who feel very uncomfortable talking about it or challenging it, as it 
has become an “acceptable” way of receiving sex information,’ he says...The charity 
Womankind Worldwide is piloting an education program...in schools across the UK, to raise 
awareness about male violence against women. It has a component on pornography and 
prostitution in year 11.  Lis Martin, the creative director, says: ‘What teachers are saying is that 
younger girls are vulnerable to approaches from older, sophisticated men from outside school. 
Porn is used in chatroom grooming. Yet girls are also visiting porn sites to find out what they 
need to do to please boys. They aren't questioning abusive relationships.’” 
 
M. DeTurris Poust, “Predators target children, teens with online porn,” Our Sunday 
Visitor, 1/1/06: 
 
“‘From early to mid-adolescence children have a big curiosity about...sexual things.  They are 
going to explore,’ said Mary Kay Cullinan, director of religious education for the Diocese of 
Metuchen, N.J....Cullinan, who did her doctoral dissertation on child abuse and child safety 
and...who has three children, said...that if children begin to seek out pornographic material, it can 
become an obsession and an addiction...‘Like any other addiction, they start to seek it out and 
mimic it...They can begin to think that this type of behavior is normal.   If they are viewing...say 
sadism and masochism, that’s before them on the screen, they think that is what sexual 
intercourse is all about and they don’t see beyond,’ Cullinan explained.” 
 
B. English, “The secret life of boys: Pornography is a mouse click away and kids are being 
exposed to it in ever-increasing numbers,” Boston Globe, 5/12/05: 
 
 At a recent meeting with eight senior boys at a public high school, Boston-area psychologist 
Michael Thompson...asked how many had downloaded porn.  All of them raised their hands. 
‘More than 10 times?’ he asked.  Everyone.  ‘More than 20 times?’  All hands went up.  ‘More 
than 30?’  Unanimous.  ‘It is a big part of my life,’ one boy told him... Carleton Kendrick, a 
Boston-area family therapist, remembers getting into his father's girly magazines when he was a 
boy...‘My father's and uncle's magazines were basically stripped-down pinup girls,’ Kendrick 
recalls. ‘There was no simulation of sex... There were no sexual aberrations. Now, any kid can 
go online and find women and men having sex with animals, they can find torture, they can find 
simulated rape, they can certainly find any kind of oral, anal, vaginal sex, group sex, gay sex.’... 
Adolescent curiosity about sex is normal...‘What is a relatively normal thing is turned into an 
abnormal thing,’ says William Pollack, a psychologist and author of the best-selling book Real 
Boys...‘Boys are looking for a normal aspect of what girls look like, biologically, but they're 
getting this hard-core movie-industry type of material. If they didn't have an interest in it before, 
they are drawn into a world that goes beyond the normal curiosity.’” 
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P. Paul, Pornified, Henry Holt & Co., 2005, p. 188: 
 
“Watching pornography, kids learn that women always want sex and that sex is divorced from 
relationships.  They learn that men can have whomever they want and that women respond the 
way men want them to.  They learn that anal sex is the norm and instant female orgasm is to be 
expected.  ‘Kids today are going to run into pornography online...,’ explains [psychologist and 
sex therapist] Aline Zolbrod...‘They’re getting a very bad model.  Pornography doesn’t show 
how a real couple negotiates conflict and intimacy.’  For girls especially, Zolbrod believes 
pornography, particularly online, is a ‘brutal way to be introduced to sexuality,’ since much of it 
she deems ‘rape-like’ in its use of violence.” 
 
Testimony of M.A. Layden, Hearing on the Brain Science Behind Pornography Addiction, 
Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation (Subcommittee on Science & 
Space), U.S. Senate, 11/18/04: 
 
“Pornography, by its very nature, is an equal opportunity toxin. It damages the viewer, the 
performer, and the spouses and the children of the viewers and the performers. It is toxic mis-
education about sex and relationships. It is more toxic the more you consume, the ‘harder’ the 
variety you consume and the younger and more vulnerable the consumer. The damage is both in 
the area of beliefs and behaviors. The belief damage may include Pornography Distortion, 
Permission-Giving Beliefs and the attitudes about what constitutes a healthy sexual and 
emotional relationship. The behavioral damage includes psychologically unhealthy behaviors, 
socially inappropriate behaviors and illegal behaviors.”  
 
R. Jerome, “The cyberporn generation,” People, 4/26/04: 
 
“At suburban Riverdale Public School in New Jersey, a visitor recently posed a question to an 
8th-grade class: ‘Have you seen Internet pornography?’  All 42 students raised their hands.  One 
of them was 13-year-old Ryan, who admits looking at Internet pornography occasionally as a 
kind of research tool, so he’ll know more about what he’s supposed to do with girlfriends...Like 
all teens, Ryan’s classmate Stephanie, also 13...blames her ex-boyfriend’s interest in Internet 
porn for playing havoc with her self-image.  ‘He told me he wanted me to look skinny like the 
porn girls,’ she says...‘The Internet provides a cookbook to kids and will become the de facto sex 
educator, not the parents, not the schools,’ says Ralph DiClemente of Atlanta’s Emory 
University...Research is in its infancy, but experts on teen behavior say they’re starting to see 
troubling results suggesting Internet porn could be distorting kids views about sex.” 
 
Kim, “From fantasy to reality: The link between viewing child pornography and molesting 
children,” Child Sexual Exploitation UPDATE, American Prosecutors Research Institute, 
2004, Vol. 1, No.3, available at: www.ndaa.org/ (use Search function): 

 
“Sexual predators frequently use pornography as a tool to assist them in the grooming process. 
‘Grooming’ is the term used to describe the process by which child molesters build trust with the 
child to transition from a nonsexual relationship to a sexual relationship in a manner that seems 
natural and nonthreatening…Ultimately, the seemingly healthy relationship is only a farce used 
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to take sexual advantage of a vulnerable child.  Child molesters use both adult pornography and 
child pornography in the grooming process, albeit for different purposes…. Repeated exposure to 
both adult and child pornography is intended to diminish the child's inhibitions and give the 
impression that sex between adults and children is normal, acceptable and enjoyable...”  
 
Horin, “Kids drawn into vile web porn as '60s generation sits on its hands,” Sydney 
Morning Herald (AU), 3/3/03: 

  
“The first survey of Australian teenagers' exposure to pornography shows that 84% of boys and 
60% of girls aged 16 and 17 have stumbled on sex sites on the internet. As well, two in five boys 
(38%) admit to having deliberately searched the internet for pornography. Only 2% of the girls 
say they have sought out sex sites.  The researchers say that all these figures are likely to be an 
underestimate... ‘Material that would be given an X classification or refused classification if it 
were on video is easy to get on the internet by children,’ said Clive Hamilton, executive director 
of the Australia Institute in Canberra, which commissioned the study...The report goes a step 
further to suggest that the viewing of such material is ‘considered to be normal or at least 
common behavior among boys.’...Mr Hamilton said teenagers who intended to look only at 
mainstream pornography were inevitably drawn by the internet technology into viewing darker 
and more worrying imagery.  ‘There are no boundaries,’ he said.” 
 
S. Gilbert, “A Conversation with Lynn Ponton: An Expert’s Eye on Teenage Sex, Risk & 
Abuse,” N.Y. Times, 01/15/02: 
 
“Teenagers open up to Dr. Ponton, a professor of psychiatry at University of California at San 
Francisco. In addition, as chairwoman of the Disaster and Trauma Committee of the American 
Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, she works as a consultant to schools on issues of 
violence and risk-taking. Some teenagers she meets have been victims of sexual violence; others 
are perpetrators... Several of their stories are told in detail in Dr. Ponton's recent book, The Sex 
Lives of Teenagers...[She says,] ‘I see boys who are addicted to sex sites on the Internet that 
show sadistic behavior toward women.  It affects those boys' sex lives.’”  
 
J. McConnaughey, “Psychiatrists consider impact of Internet pornography,” AP, 5/9/01: 
 
“Do Internet porn sites warp adolescents?  There’s no data to tell but the question needs study, 
said psychiatrists on an American Psychiatric Association panel titled ‘Voyeurism in the New 
Millennium: A Prime-Time Obsession?’  ‘The potential of seeing hundreds of thousands of such 
images during adolescence – I have no idea what that could do.  But I can imagine it must be 
profound,’ said Dr. Norman E. Alessi, a University of Michigan psychiatry professor.” 
 
V.B. Cline, “Pornography’s Effects on Adults & Children,”  Morality in Media, 2001: 
 
 “Some of my pornography addict patients inform me that the Internet has three major 
advantages in feeding their addictive sexual illnesses.  They call them the three ‘A’s’:  It’s easily 
Accessible, Affordable, and Anonymous.  I have had boys in their early teens getting into this 
wasteland with really disastrous consequences.  They told me they actively search for porn on 
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the Internet, keying in such words as sex, nudity, pornography, obscenity, etc.  Then, once they 
have found how to access it, they go back again and again, just like drug addicts.”  
 
M. Conlon, “Web skews sex education, U.S. psychiatrist warns,” Reuters, 5/16/00: 
 
“‘I’m...concerned about children,’ Donna Woods of the University of Michigan said, adding that 
easily accessed pornography was portraying sex as a public event, disconnected from 
commitment.  It also offers a smorgasbord of aberrant behavior...‘There is going to be a big 
public health issue…,’ Woods told a session at the annual meeting of the American Psychiatric 
Assoc.  She said she had treated a teen-age boy who had become a zoophile through various 
websites that caused him to spend 16 hours a day on the Internet without eating or bathing…” 
 
E. Benedeck & C.F. Brown, “No excuses: Televised pornography harms children,” Harvard 
Rev. Psychiat., 7, 236-240 (1999): 
 
“The main possible effects of...pornography that must concern us as clinicians, educators, and 
parents are modeling and imitation of language heard and behaviors observed…; negative 
interference with children’s normal sexual development…; stimulation of premature sexual 
activity; development of unrealistic, misleading, and/or harmful attitudes toward sex and adult 
male-female relationships; and undermining family values with resultant conflict between 
parents and children.  Much more research is clearly needed on this topic.  Because of the ethical 
and procedural problems surrounding research on children exposed to pornography, ideal 
research designs may never be possible…” 
 
Social science research  
 
PR Newswire, “Violent Pornography Linked to Sexually Aggressive Behavior in Children 
and Adolescents,” Internet Solution for Kids, 11/18/10 (“Viewing violent x-rated material 
may contribute to sexually aggressive behavior among 10-17 year olds...finds a new study 
conducted by Internet Solutions for Kids and funded by the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention...’Because of the obvious ethical problems of purposefully exposing kids to 
pornography,’ Dr. Michele Ybarra, the primary author of the study, explains, ‘little was known 
before about how viewing x-rated material may be related to sexual aggression in children. We 
asked kids whether they had looked at x-rated material before, and then looked to see if the kids 
who said “yes” were more likely to also say that they were sexually aggressive.’ The study finds 
that youth who look at violent x-rated material are six times more likely to report forcing 
someone to do something sexual online or in-person versus kids not exposed to x-rated material. 
Watching violent pornography does not always lead to sexual aggression and not all sexual 
aggressors have been exposed to pornography, Ybarra cautions; nor does the study prove that 
violent x-rated material causes sexual aggression.”) 
 
L. Papadopoulos, “Sexualisation of young people,” London: Home Office Publication, 2/10 
(“It is no longer a case of if a young person will be exposed to pornography but when.  A 2008 
YouGov survey [footnote omitted] of over 1400 14-17-year-olds in the UK found that 27% of 
boys were accessing pornography every week, with 5% viewing it every day...Exposure to 
pornography can also happen inadvertently.  Nearly 40% of 9-19-year olds have accidentally 
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seen pop-up advertising for a pornographic site...There is strong evidence linking consumption 
of pornography with sexual behavior.  In a study of 718 U.S. high school students from 47 
different high school classes, [footnote omitted] 29% said that pornography had influenced their 
sexual behavior.   In a European study, 53% of young men reported that pornography had 
‘inspired’ their sexual behavior... Pornography is increasingly normalizing aggressive sexual 
behavior, blurring the lines between consent, pleasure and violence...Over time, young people 
are internalizing the often violent and non-consensual messages and images they see...” 
 
M. Flood, “The harms of pornography exposure among children and young people,” Child 
Abuse Review, 18: 384-400, 2009 (“Videos and Internet pornography often depict sexual 
practices which are outside common cultural norms or even criminal, including anal intercourse, 
multiple partners, bondage and sadomasochism, transsexual sex, urination or defecation, 
bestiality and rape.  Minors do encounter such material...It is possible that portrayals of the non-
mainstream sexual practices identified above may incite, eroticize and give legitimacy to 
them...However, it is clear that pornography can influence users’ attitudes and adoption of 
particular sexual behaviors...Among young people, there is evidence at least of associations 
between pornography consumption and participation in sexual practices such as anal intercourse.   
Male-female anal intercourse became an almost mandatory inclusion in X-rated heterosexual 
videos in the 1990s...Five studies among Swedish young people find that young men who are 
regular consumers of pornography are more likely to have had anal intercourse with a girl, and to 
have tried to perform acts they have seen in pornography, and that girls who have seen 
pornography are also more likely to have anal intercourse...”) 
 
E.M. Alexy, et al., “Pornography use as a marker for an aggressive pattern of behavior 
among sexually reactive children & adolescents,” J. Am. Psychiatr. Nurses Assoc., 14, 442-
453, 2009 (“Moreover…few studies investigate pornography use among sexually reactive 
children and adolescents (SRCAs), sometimes referred to as juvenile sex offenders...The purpose 
of this study was to examine pornography use among SRCAs as a possible risk marker for the 
development of an aggressive pattern of behavior…Specifically, we found that SRCAs who used 
pornography compared to those who did not use pornography were more likely…to engage in 
coerced vaginal penetration and forced sexual acts such as oral or digital penetration, to express 
sexually aggressive remarks (obscenities) and to engage in sex with animals.”) 
 
A. Tsitsika, et al., “Adolescent pornographic Internet site use: A multivariate regression 
analysis of the predictive factors of use and psychosocial implications,” CyberPsychology & 
Behavior, 12, 1-6, 2009 (“The present study assessed emotional and psychosocial characteristics 
related to [pornographic Internet sites] PIS...In contrast, frequent PIS use, which reflects the 
adoption of PIS as an information source for sexual role models and behaviors, was associated 
with significant maladjustment regarding [Greek] adolescent conduct and social behavior.”) 
 
Y.K. Fulbright, “FOXSexpert: How teens really feel about pornography,” FoxNews.com, 
1/22/09 (“One study, conducted at Malmö University in Sweden and published in 2006, answers 
many of the questions parents have about youth porn consumption…While sizing up youth porn 
consumption, investigators found three main uses for it:… 2. It’s a ‘reliable’ information source. 
Youth learn new things from porn -- for example, tips on different positions... 3. It’s an 
inspiration for sexual excitement... Another 2006 study, which examined the porn perceptions of 
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1,776 Danish, Norwegian, and Fenno-Swedish 12- to 20-year-olds, had interesting findings as 
well… Half of the participants, mostly boys, thought that porn could improve their lives….”) 
 
C. Sabina, J. Wolak & D. Finkelhor, CyberPsychology & Behavior, 11, 691-693, 2008 (“The 
current study used an online survey to question a convenience sample of college students about 
experiences with online pornography before age 18...Overall, 72.8% of participants (93.2% of 
boys, 61.1% of girls...) had seen online pornography before age 18.  Most exposure began when 
youth were ages 14-17, and boys were significantly more likely to view online pornography 
more often and to view more types of images...Girls were  significantly more likely than boys... 
to report never looking for pornography on purpose...Some boys had repeated exposure to 
pictures of sexual violence, raising concerns about established connections between pornography 
and sexual aggression among young men with aggressive tendencies.” 
 
W. Kraus & B. Russell, “Early Sexual Experiences: The Role of Internet Access and 
Sexually Explicit Material,” CyberPsychology & Behavior, 11, 162-168, 2008 (“males with 
Internet access during the ages of 12 to17 reported significantly younger ages for first oral sex 
compared to males without Internet access”) 
 
De Angelis, “Web Pornography’s Effect on Children,” Monitor on Psychology, 38, No. 10, 
Nov. 2007 (“Because all published studies about the influence of Internet porn on teen attitudes 
are correlational, researchers can't say for sure whether access to Internet porn causes certain 
attitudes and behaviors, emphasizes Jochen Peter, PhD, a communications researcher at the 
University of Amsterdam. But he and colleague Patti M. Valkenburg, PhD, are finding some 
intriguing links.  In one study surveying 471 Dutch teens ages 13 to 18, the researchers found 
that the more often young people sought out online porn, the more likely they were to have a 
"recreational" attitude toward sex -- specifically, to view sex as a purely physical function like 
eating or drinking.  In the study... the team also found a relationship between porn use and the 
feeling that it wasn't necessary to have affection for people to have sex with them... In a related 
study...the Dutch team found a link between the type and explicitness of sexual media the teens 
saw and their tendency to view women as sexual ‘play things.’ The more explicit the material 
viewed, the more likely young people were to see women in these ways -- and Internet movie 
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Addendum 
 
In defense of pornography, it has been argued that “there are no scientific data which 
conclusively demonstrate that exposure to obscene material adversely affects men and women or 
their society” and that “absent such a demonstration, any kind of state regulation is 
‘impermissible.’” Paris Adult Theatre I v. Slaton, 413 U.S. 49, 60 (1973) [italics added].   In 
response to this argument, the Supreme Court stated [413 U.S., at 60-61, 63]: 
 

We reject this argument...Mr. Justice Brennan, speaking for the Court in Ginsberg v. New 
York, 390 U.S. 629, 642-643 (1968), said: “We do not demand of legislatures ‘scientifically 
certain criteria of legislation.’...”  Although there is no conclusive proof of a connection 
between antisocial behavior and obscene material, the legislature...could quite reasonably 
determine that such a connection does or might exist...From the beginning of civilized 
societies, legislators and judges have acted on various un-provable assumptions....  
 
If we accept the un-provable assumption that a complete education requires the reading of 
certain books...and the well nigh universal belief that good books, plays, and art lift the 
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spirit, improve the mind, enrich the human personality, and develop character, can we then 
say that a state legislature may not act on the corollary assumption that commerce in 
obscene books, or public exhibitions focused on obscene conduct, have a tendency to exert a 
corrupting and debasing impact leading to antisocial behavior? “Many of these effects may 
be intangible and indistinct, but they are nonetheless real.”....   

 
The adverse effects of pornography on human beings are indeed real, whether we are talking 
about the impact on vulnerable adults (the Paris case involved the exhibition of obscene material 
to an audience of consenting adults) or about the impact on vulnerable children.  
 
It is also true that there is no scientific data which conclusively demonstrate that exposure to 
obscene material adversely affects children.  But that doesn’t mean there is no evidence that 
pornography adversely affects children.  The evidence that it does is overwhelming! 
 
At present, the only laws that can be enforced against persons who make hardcore adult 
pornography freely available to children on the Internet are federal and state obscenity laws.  At 
present, these constitutional laws are not being enforced, and that needs to change! 


